Detection of distantly related viruses by high-throughput sequencing (HTS) is bioinformatically challenging because of the lack of a public database containing all viral sequences, without abundant nonviral sequences, which can extend runtime and obscure viral hits. Our reference viral database (RVDB) includes all viral, virus-related, and virus-like nucleotide sequences (excluding bacterial viruses), regardless of length, and with overall reduced cellular sequences. Semantic selection criteria (SEM-I) were used to select viral sequences from GenBank, resulting in a firstgeneration viral database (VDB). This database was manually and computationally reviewed, resulting in refined, semantic selection criteria (SEM-R), which were applied to a new download of updated GenBank sequences to create a second-generation VDB. Viral entries in the latter were clustered at 98% by CD-HIT-EST to reduce redundancy while retaining high viral sequence diversity. The viral identity of the clustered representative sequences (creps) was confirmed by BLAST searches in NCBI databases and HMMER searches in PFAM and DFAM databases. The resulting RVDB contained a broad representation of viral families, sequence diversity, and a reduced cellular content; it includes full-length and partial sequences and endogenous nonretroviral elements, endogenous retroviruses, and retrotransposons. Testing of RVDBv10.2, with an in-house HTS transcriptomic data set indicated a significantly faster run for virus detection than interrogating the entirety of the NCBI nonredundant nucleotide database, which contains all viral sequences but also nonviral sequences. RVDB is publically available for facilitating HTS analysis, particularly for novel virus detection. It is meant to be updated on a regular basis to include new viral sequences added to GenBank. IMPORTANCE To facilitate bioinformatics analysis of high-throughput sequencing (HTS) data for the detection of both known and novel viruses, we have developed a new reference viral database (RVDB) that provides a broad representation of different virus species from eukaryotes by including all viral, virus-like, and virus-related sequences (excluding bacteriophages), regardless of their size. In particular, RVDB contains endogenous nonretroviral elements, endogenous retroviruses, and retrotransposons. Sequences were clustered to reduce redundancy while retaining high viral sequence diversity. A particularly useful feature of RVDB is the reduction of cellular sequences, which can enhance the run efficiency of large transcriptomic and genomic data analysis and increase the specificity of virus detection.
O f the various advanced nucleic acid-based technologies that have recently been developed for broad virus detection (1) , high-throughput sequencing (HTS) has demonstrated broad capabilities for the detection of known and novel viruses in a variety of different sample types, including environmental, clinical, and biological samples such as cell lines and biological products (2, 3) . Methods that can detect known and novel viruses can be useful for demonstrating the absence of adventitious ("unwanted") viruses, particularly when new cell lines are used to manufacture biologics (4) . An ongoing challenge is the analysis of large amounts (often gigabytes or even terabytes) of nucleotide sequences that are generated from HTS, which can often result in a "bioinformatics bottleneck" because of limits of computational capacity, data storage, or data transfer (5) . Additionally, although there are several public databases available for sequence analysis, they have some limitations for the analysis of large HTS data sets. In particular, the detection of distantly related sequences in novel viruses can be difficult because of incomplete representation of all viral sequences in a single database (2) . GenBank currently serves as the largest publicly available nucleic acid sequences data bank (6) and is maintained by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), National Library of Medicine, National Institutes of Health (Bethesda, MD). NCBI further maintains the (partially) nonredundant nucleotide (nr/nt) database, which contains entries from traditional divisions of GenBank, as well as from the European Molecular Biology Laboratory-European Bioinformatics Institute Nucleotide Sequence Database (EMBL-EBI) (7) maintained by the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA; Cambridge, United Kingdom), and the DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ; Mishima, Japan) (8) , and also includes the Reference Sequence (RefSeq) collection (9) and the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (10) sequences.
The NCBI nr/nt database is widely used by researchers for sequence analysis; however, detection of viral sequences can be missed for several reasons, such as the lack of a closely related sequence, misannotation of sequences (especially those archived in GenBank, since these can only be corrected by the original submitter), or the presence of a large number of cellular sequences that may overshadow a positive viral hit. In such cases, follow-up analysis of hits becomes more complex. One approach to overcome this challenge of HTS data analysis for virus detection could be to limit the BLAST search to viruses; however, this would miss the detection of viral elements such as endogenous retroviruses, which in many cases are associated with flanking host genomic sequences and therefore have been assigned the host taxonomy. The viral RefSeq data set provides manually curated reference genome records for each viral species (11) . Typically, each viral species includes one RefSeq reference, and when possible, these references include high-quality annotation provided by NCBI staff or members of the scientific community. The viral RefSeq data set is intended to be nonredundant and is derived from full-length or nearly full-length viral genomes within the viral and phage divisions (VRL and PHG) in GenBank. This means that the viral RefSeq data set does not include viral sequences classified into other GenBank divisions, viral sequences that are part of host genomes, partial sequences, or transposable elements, and it lacks the intraspecies sequence diversity found in the NCBI nr/nt database. The NCBI Viral Genomes data set includes RefSeq sequences and so-called genome neighbors, which are validated complete or nearly complete viral genomes (11) , and is available as a downloadable set of approximately 105,000 complete eukaryotic viral genomes and nearly 4,000 bacterial viral genomes (bacteriophages) (as of April 2017). While this second data set better represents the sequence diversity found within each viral species and can be searched by using BLAST, it does not contain the full-spectrum of viral, virus-related, and virus-like sequences that may be available as complete or partial genomes.
Numerous other resources for viral sequences exist, but these generally tend to be virus family specific, with a particular focus on pathogenic viruses responsible for high-impact infectious diseases, such as hepatitis C virus, HIV-1, hemorrhagic fever virus, influenza A virus, dengue virus, and West Nile virus (12) . The International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV), which is responsible for classifying the ~3,000 species of viruses at its ICTV Taxonomy website (https://talk.ictvonline.org/ taxonomy/) (13) , has recently recognized the need to update the virus taxonomy with considerations for virus sequence discovery by using HTS (14, 15) . With the flood of viral sequences in recent years as a result of next-generation sequencing technologies, there has been an explosion in the number of novel bioinformatics tools that focus on fundamental aspects of sequence and taxonomic analysis, such as genome annotation, prediction of open reading frames (ORFs), and genotyping, and each is usually limited to a small group of viruses (12) . However, since these resources generally extend previous repositories of family-specific viral sequence information, there is a need for a more comprehensive reference virus sequence database. At the other end of the spectrum, the NCBI Sequence Read Archive of HTS data (16) may have sequences for endogenous retroviruses and retrotransposons in addition to those in GenBank but without sequence annotation, and at~10,000 TB and~1.1 ϫ 10 16 bases (as of April 2017), searching this resource is a major bioinformatics endeavor on its own.
More recently, other databases have been created containing only endogenous viral elements including endogenous retrovirus and retrotransposon sequences. Sequences in gEVE (17) have been selected by using bioinformatics tools and include over 700,000 endogenous retroviral ORFs/motifs mined from 20 genomes obtained from 19 different mammalian species. However, it should be noted that the majority of gEVE-predicted sequences have yet to be experimentally validated and the retroviral sequences have yet to be characterized. Additionally, there also exist human endogenous retroviral sequence databases, HERVd (18) and the new HERVgDB4 (19) , and a mouse endogenous retroviral sequence database, ERE (20) . Gypsy Database (GyDB) release 2.0 (21) provides an extensive collection of retroelements, which includes complete genomes, long terminal repeats (LTRs), and core sequences, along with the organization of the elements into families and lineages. GyDB is also extensively linked to external sources of information by its Wiki framework and provides hidden Markov model profiles for over 300 mobile elements. GyDB can serve as a useful hub for the organization and integration of information regarding retrotransposons; however, it is not ideally suited as a repository of information for interrogation, since in contains only 2,579 sequences and has not been updated since 2010. Another database that contains repetitive elements in eukaryotic genomes is RepBase, which is updated regularly and contains over 30,000 sequences (22, 23) ; however, only a fraction of the sequences are LTR retroelements (endogenous retroviruses and retrotransposons), and these are consensus sequences. DFAM (24) , which relies heavily on RepBase as a reference, contains 2,656 families of LTR retrotransposons. Therefore, like GyDB, RepBase and DFAM are useful primarily as reference databases for retroelements. In addition to these databases, several other databases of retrotransposons exist that are focused on specific organisms, including soyTMdb for soybean elements (25) , BmTEdb for silkworm elements (26) , MnTEdb for mulberry elements (27) , and DPTEdb for dioecious plant elements (28) .
The majority of the resources described above are specific to a taxonomic group or type of viral element, and some may also contain a high degree of redundancy. The goal of our study was to create a nonredundant, well-characterized reference viral database (RVDB) that includes all viral, virus-related, and virus-like entries, mainly from eukaryotes, representing complete viral genomes or partial viral sequences. Additionally, there is an overall reduction of host cell sequence content, which is expected to enhance HTS data analysis for known and novel virus detection.
RESULTS
RVDB was created by using a semantic data mining approach, which broadened the selection of viral entries from GenBank to include virus-related and virus-like sequences such as LTR retrotransposons, regardless of sequence length (Ͼ50 bp). Figure 1 shows schematically the different GenBank divisions used to develop an initial viral database (designated first-generation VDB) and the generation of a second-generation VDB, which resulted in the development of the final RVDB. Briefly, the first-generation VDB was generated by using positive keywords to capture all viruses and retroelements and negative keywords to exclude nonviral sequences, as well as size and microRNA (miRNA) exclusion criteria and negative rules (for details, see Materials and Methods). These initial selection criteria were designated semantic initial or SEM-I. The resulting first-generation VDB contained a total of 3,724,251 sequences. The sequences selected by SEM-I were further queried by using an array of sequence homology tools to confirm their viral identity (described in Materials and Methods). Further review and characterization of the sequences in the first-generation VDB led to the development of refined semantic selection criteria (designated semantic refined or SEM-R), which consisted of a final extended set of positive and negative keywords, rules, and regular expressions that was used to develop a second-generation VDB. SEM-R contained fewer positive words than the original SEM-I but had an increased number of negative words, rules, and regular expressions aimed at removing nonviral sequences from the database. The final RVDB was clustered at 98% nucleotide sequence identity to reduced redundancy and retain diversity. The following sections present details of the development and characterization of RVDBv10.2, which was the first public version of the database. The enhanced screening SEM-R was used to select sequences from the TPA and GenBank divisions again in July 2016 (excluding PHG, BCT, CON, and an additional seven divisions), and NCBI Viral Genomes (RefSeqϩNeighbors) were added directly without any screening. Furthermore, the nonphage sequences in VRL were also directly added without any screening. The sequences were then clustered by using CD-HIT-EST at 98% nucleotide sequence identity. Viral identity was confirmed by using various bioinformatics searches and a BLASTN search of the nr/nt database identified bacteriophage sequence and sequences with no viral or virus-related hits in the nr/nt database for removal from RVDB.
Characterization of unclustered and clustered sequences in RVDBv10.2.
RVDBv10.2 contained 2,073,535 sequences in its unclustered form (designated U-RVDBv10.2), of which 1,944,656 (93.8%) were from the VRL division of GenBank, while of the remaining 128,879 sequences, 91,968 were from NCBI Viral Genomes (including 5,058 RefSeq and 86,910 neighbors), and 36,911 were from the ENV, HTC, INV, MAM, PLN, PRI, ROD, TPA, and VRT divisions of GenBank ( Table 1 ). The clustered form of RVDBv10.2 (designated C-RVDBv10.2), which was generated to retain viral diversity and reduce redundancy by clustering at 98% sequence identity, contained 561,676 clustered representative sequences (creps), of which 511,731 (91.1%) were from the VRL division of GenBank, while of the remaining 49,945 sequences, 28,021 were from NCBI Viral Genomes (consisting of 5,035 RefSeq and 22,986 neighbor sequences), and 21,924 sequences were from the ENV, HTC, INV, MAM, PLN, PRI, ROD, TPA (third-party annotation), and VRT divisions of GenBank (Table 1) .
RVDB sequences were further characterized at two progressive levels ( Fig. 2) . At level 1, all of the viral, virus-related, and virus-like sequences were categorized as exogenous viral, endogenous nonretroviral, endogenous retroviral, and LTR retrotransposon. This characterization was done by using SEM-R after dividing it into the four corresponding categories and sequences that remained unallocated to any of the four categories after this process were placed in an unassigned viral genes/fragments category. The scripts used for level 1 characterization were designated RVDB_characterization.py; their de- scription and instructions for use are provided in Materials and Methods (see also the characterization script in Text S2 in the supplemental material). At level 2, families were created by using different approaches based on the level 1 category. For the exogenous viral category, sequences were broken down by viral family taxonomic identifier; sequences in the endogenous nonretroviral and endogenous retroviral categories were further characterized by host family taxonomic identifier; sequences in the LTR retrotransposon category were further characterized by keywords into major families of retroviral elements; and sequences in the unassigned viral genes/fragments category were characterized by specific keywords related to gene/fragment names, e.g., pol, gag. Some manual review was required to properly group all of the endogenous retroviral sequences into their host families, since some sequences had been labeled as family Retroviridae rather than their host family. To evaluate the distribution of sequences in the different databases, the number of sequences assigned to the different categories and families in RVDBv10.2 were compared with the similar characterization of NCBI Viral Genomes (July 2016 version) in both the unclustered and clustered forms of each database. Additionally, the exogenous viral sequences were also compared with the May 2017 version of NCBI Viral Genomes (unclustered) to compare the addition of new sequences to this database since July 2016. The results are presented in Table S1A to E, characterization (Table S1A to E correspond to exogenous viral [ExViral], endogenous nonretroviral [ENRV], endogenous retroviral [ERV], LTR retrotransposons, and unassigned viral genes/fragments, respectively). The analysis indicated viral sequence families that were underrepresented in RVDBv10.2 and in NCBI Viral Genomes or not represented in the latter at all. Furthermore, sequences were identified that could not be taxonomically mapped in current virus families or had host taxonomy (indicated in the boxed region in Table S1A and C). Details about the taxonomic grouping are described in Materials and Methods. The majority of the sequences were from the exogenous viral category and were primarily from the GenBank VRL division, (1,943,041 in U-RVDB and 511,415 in C-RVDB; Table 1 ) and from NCBI Viral Genomes (shown separately from RefSeq Viral in Table 1 ; the total including RefSeq Viral was 91,944 in U-RVDB and 27,999 in C-RVDB). However, a number of exogenous viral sequences were also from non-VRL GenBank divisions, primarily from the GenBank ENV division, with 7,064 in U-RVDB and 2,829 in C-RVDB (Table 1 ). There were only a small number of endogenous nonretroviral sequences compared to other viral categories, with 683 in U-RVDB and 331 in C-RVDB (Table 1) ; these were predominantly from the INV, PLN, and PRI divisions of GenBank. Nearly half FIG 2 Characterization of RVDB sequences. Sequences in RVDB were sorted into viral categories by using specific criteria derived from SEM-R (level 1) and then further grouped into families on the basis of taxonomy or group-specific keywords (level 2). An overview of the two-tier approach used is shown. of all endogenous retroviral sequences were from the PRI division of GenBank, with the remainder predominantly from the VRL, MAM, ROD, and VRT divisions. In the case of endogenous retroviruses, there were 8,417 entries in U-RVDB and 3,426 in C-RVDB (Table 1) . LTR retrotransposon sequences were largely selected from the INV, PLN, and VRT divisions of GenBank, and small numbers were selected from all of the other divisions (there were a total of 20,407 sequences in U-RVDB and 14,483 in C-RVDB; Table 1 ). However, there were 0 LTR retrotransposon sequences in NCBI RefSeq Viral and NCBI Viral Genomes. Viral genes that could not be assigned to any of the previous categories (1,979 in U-RVDB and 1,193 in C-RVDB) were fairly evenly distributed across the GenBank divisions ( Table 1) .
The distribution of sequences on the basis of their size/length was analyzed in C-RVDBv10.2 and in clustered NCBI Viral Genomes to compare the differences; C-RVDB was analyzed without Viral Genomes. The results indicated that the size distribution in the creps in NCBI Viral Genomes was distinct from that in the creps in the rest of C-RVDB ( Fig. 3 , red and blue, respectively). The majority of the creps in NCBI Viral Genomes were in the size range of approximately 4 to 10 kb, whereas the sizes of the majority of the sequences in C-RVDB ranged from approximately 300 bp to 1.5 kb. The large number of fragments in the small size range in C-RVDB suggested a preponderance of subgenomic viral sequences or small viral genomes (29) . Interestingly, the difference in the number of sequences in these two size ranges was 2 orders of magnitude between NCBI Viral Genomes and RVDB; there were no sequences of Ͻ200 bp in NCBI Viral Genomes. Additionally, at Ͼ10 kb, NCBI Viral Genomes had more sequences than RVDB (Fig. 3 , inset). This was most likely due to large viruses (e.g., herpesvirus) and giant viruses (e.g., megaviruses and mimiviruses). However, for these families of viruses, RVDB had additional sequences not included in NCBI Viral Genomes, even for large and rare genomes Ͼ100 kb in length ( Fig. 3, inset) . This analysis highlights the importance of including NCBI Viral Genomes in its entirety in RVDB, which extended the range of sequence lengths from short viral fragments and genes to full-length virus genomes. Characterization of unique sequences in C-RVDBv10.2 All of the sequences in RVDB were expected to be viral since they were selected by using SEM-R. However, the creps in RVDB that had an E value of greater than (i.e., less significant than) 1e-12 by BLASTN search of NCBI Viral Genomes were further evaluated to verify these sequences as viral by using various bioinformatics tools such as BLASTX, TBLASTX, PFAM, and DFAM. There were 529,003 sequences in C-RVDB that were either part of NCBI Viral Genomes or found to have a hit by using BLASTN with an E value of less than (i.e., more significant than) 1e-5 to at least one sequence in NCBI Viral Genomes; the latter were termed homologs of NCBI Viral Genomes. Therefore, RVDB included 28,021 creps directly from NCBI Viral Genomes ( Fig. 4 , dark blue) and 500,982 creps that were homologs of NCBI Viral Genomes, which consisted of 495,647 sequences with an E value of Ͻ1e-12 ( Fig. 4 , medium blue) and 5,335 sequences with an E value of Ͻ1e-5 ( Fig. 4 , light blue). Sequences with a hit that had an E value of greater than (i.e., less significant than) 1e-5 were termed unique sequences. The distribution of these 32,673 unique sequences on the basis of their different viral categories (exogenous viral, endogenous nonretroviral, endogenous retroviral, LTR retrotransposon, and unassigned viral genes/fragments) is shown in Fig. 4 , and their selection on the basis of the different GenBank divisions is shown in Table 2 . It was noted that that the total number Unique sequences in C-RVDBv10.2 were confirmed as viral by using an array of different sequence homology detection tools. For this analysis, the LTR retrotransposon sequences were not included because of the absence of a relevant reference (see Materials and Methods). Furthermore, 41 sequences were removed from the database on the basis of a lack of viral or virus-related hits by any of the confirmation analyses described as follows and therefore not shown in Table 3 . Thus, analyses were done with 18,800 unique sequences that did not include LTR retrotransposons. Furthermore, 4,821 sequences that were homologs of NCBI Viral Genomes, with a best E value between 1e-12 and 1e-5, were included in the analyses. These 4,821 also did not include 514 LTR retrotransposons in the database (shown collectively as 5,335 in Fig. 4) .
A total of 23,621 sequences from RVDB (consisting of 18,800 unique sequences and 4,821 homologs with intermediate E values) were subjected to confirmation analyses for viral identity by using BLAST and HMMER searches of different databases. The results for the 18,800 unique sequences in C-RVDBv10.2 assigned in the different GenBank divisions and viral categories are shown in Table 3 . The confirmed unique sequences were predominantly exogenous viral (82.8%); a majority (10,146 out of 18,800) had hits to either viral domains from the PFAM database or hits to DFAM ( Table 3 , column PFAM/DFAM). Of the remaining 8,654 sequences, 2,814 had hits by TBLASTX against NCBI Viral Genomes, 95.7% of which were exogenous viral (including 5.8% from the ENV division) ( Table 3 , column TBLASTX versus NCBI Viral Genomes). Of the remaining 5,840 sequences, 3,600 ( Table 3 , column BLASTN versus RVDB) had hits by BLASTN against C-RVDB, the majority of which were from VRL, with the next highest numbers from ENV and then from PLN. Of the remaining 2,240 unique sequences, 919 had hits by TBLASTX against C-RVDB (Table 3 , column TBLASTX versus RVDB) and 1,321 sequences remained unconfirmed by these analyses. The latter were almost all from the exogenous viral category and were further queried against the nr/nt database by using BLASTN to verify viral identity. More sequences in the ENV division were confirmed as viral by manual review of virus names (n ϭ 486; 37.0%) than by any single one of the preceding bioinformatics analyses. The PFAM/DFAM analysis also confirmed that the majority of sequences in the endogenous nonretrovirus, endogenous retrovirus, and unassigned viral genes/fragments categories (2,720 of the total of 3,236) had a viral or virus-related identity.
Since NCBI Viral Genomes contained only a small number endogenous nonretroviral, endogenous retroviral, and LTR retrotransposon sequences, we further determined the extent to which RVDB contained unique sequences compared to other, specialized databases that had greater numbers of virus-related and virus-like sequence than RefSeq Viral and NCBI Viral Genomes. A BLASTN analysis of C-RVDBv10.2 with gEVE resulted in 147,420 of 561,698 creps in RVDB with significant hits (E values of Ͻ1e-12) to 67,051 of the 736,771 sequences in gEVE (unpublished data). The 147,420 RVDBv10.2 creps with hits contained 3,610 unique sequences (11%). The BLASTN comparison of C-RVDBv10.2 and Repbase resulted in 111,477 of 561,698 creps with significant hits (E values of Ͻ1e-12) to 11,185 of the 46,062 sequences in Repbase. The 111,477 RVDBv10.2 creps with hits contained 14,361 unique sequences (44%). These results indicate that although there are additional sequences in the other databases specific for endogenous viral elements and retrotransposons, RVDB contains endogenous nonretroviral, endogenous retroviral, and LTR retrotransposon sequences that are lacking in the other databases.
Performance evaluation of RVDBv10. 2 The NCBI nr/nt database is the largest public database of viral sequences and a useful resource for analyzing HTS data for virus investigations. Therefore, the run efficiency of RVDBv10.2 was compared with the NCBI nr/nt database (downloaded to the local computing cluster in March 2015) by using an in-house HTS data set (designated K-10 [described in Materials and Methods], which was a 2.2-GB data set containing 7,124,833 paired-end Illumina reads). The results indicated the equivalent of 9,464 h, 56 min of runtime on an x86_64, 2,667-MHz central processing unit (CPU) was required for analysis against the nr/nt database, compared to 35 h, 48 min of runtime against RVDBv10.2. This was expected on the basis of the differences in the size of the nr/nt database compared with RVDB (135 and 1.0 GB, respectively), which can be attributed largely to the abundant nonviral sequences in the nr/nt database compared to the reduced content of such sequences in RVDB (discussed below). The extended runtime against the nr/nt database was most likely due to hits with cellular sequences present along with viral sequences in the query data set. The runtime of RVDB with the K-10 data set was also compared with NCBI Viral Genomes (version July 2016), which was found to be only 4 h, 22 min. This was expected because of the smaller size of the Viral Genomes database (0.74 GB), which specifically contains complete or nearly complete virus genomes. However, detection of some viruses may be missed since NCBI Viral Genomes does not include viruses for which only short or partial viral sequences are available, as well as many endogenous viruses (including nonretroviral and retroviral) and retrotransposons (30, 31) .
We also evaluated the specificity of virus detection by performing BLASTN searches in RVDBv10.2, the nr/nt database, and Viral Genomes by individually interrogating with nine distinct fragments containing insect endogenous retrovirus sequences (errantiviruses) isolated from Spodoptera frugiperda (30; unpublished data). Although similar BLASTN results were seen with RVDBv10.2 and the nr/nt database, in the latter case, there were a large number of cellular hits reflecting the presence of uncharacterized viral sequences in these entries; additionally, some of the viral hits had a greater E value (less significant) than in RVDB. The latter hits were below the detection threshold of 1e-5, and therefore virus detection would be missed by the analysis. For example, the Sf-17 viral fragment had a hit with an E value of 4e-6 to the Drosophila melanogaster Zam element in RVDBv10.2, but its E value in the nr/nt database was 7e-4. Similarly, in our previous study, BLASTN analysis of the Sf9 transcriptome by using the nr/nt database initially failed to detect a novel rhabdovirus in Sf9 cells because of abundant cellular hits (2, 32) . These results indicated that databases with a large number of cellular hits with E values more significant than (less than) or similar to those of the viral hits could displace the viral hits in the BLAST output, thus missing the detection of viral hits. Furthermore, BLASTN searches by using the nine insect endogenous retroviral fragments produced no hits in NCBI Viral Genomes, whereas a search of RVDBv10.2 produced the expected self-hits and hits to reverse transcriptase (RT) genes from other endogenous retroviruses of various insect species (Trichoplusia ni, Ephestia kuehniella, Lymantria dispar, D. melanogaster, Cotesia sesamiae) and plants (Helianthus petiolaris, Hypochaeris chillensis) (data not shown). It was also noted in our earlier analysis that Sf9 rhabdovirus was not detected in the Sf9 transcriptome by BLAST searches of NCBI RefSeq Viral and Viral Genomes because of a lack of the partial Taastrup virus sequence in these databases (2) . However, since our original study, several insect viruses have been added to NCBI Viral Genomes, which can now facilitate the detection of Sf9 rhabdovirus. The analyses with the different databases demonstrate the robustness of RVDB for virus detection by HTS.
RVDB update. While this report was being written, RVDB was updated by using the May 2017 GenBank release. The same SEM-R screening was used to pull in sequences from GenBank and TPA. The unclustered form of v11.5 has 2,282,754 sequences, compared to 2,073,535 for v10.2. Most of the additional sequences in v11. 5 (198,849) are from the GenBank VRL division, although there were an additional 508 from other divisions and 9,860 from NCBI Viral Genomes. As a result of a change in the GenBank format in September 2016 in which GI numbers were removed, the RVDB headers in v11.5 were modified accordingly. Sequence provenance has also been modified to include GenBank, TPA, REFSEQ, or NEIGHBOR values. Furthermore, GenBank sequences corresponding to RefSeq entries were removed in v11.5 to remove duplicate sequence entries. Clustered and unclustered forms of v11.5 are available publicly along with the previous version.
The proteic versions of RVDB were kindly generated by Marc Eloit and Thomas Bigot (Institut Pasteur, Paris, France) since v10.2 and are also available along with notes about their development on the same website as the nucleotidic databases (details will be published elsewhere).
Development of a pipeline for updating RVDB. To facilitate the update process, which is intended to be performed on a regular basis, concurrent with official GenBank releases, the scripts and procedures involved in updating were assembled into a pipeline that can be called with only a small number of command lines or blocks executed in the Windows cmd.exe command shell. In addition to the nine GenBank divisions, RefSeq Viral sequences and NCBI Viral Genomes were downloaded and parsed in an automated manner, which allowed for efficient removal of RefSeq duplicates in GenBank and indication of sequence provenance (GenBank, TPA, REFSEQ, or NEIGHBOR). The keyword screening script for updating RVDB, designated SEM-R_ PIPE.py, contains the screens for positive keyword, size/miRNA, and negative keyword. The scripts for the pipeline are freely available online at https://github.com/ ArifaKhanLab/RVDB, and a link is provided on the same database URL as the RVDB (for a detailed description and instructions for the generation of both the U-RVDB and C-RVDB, see Text S1). An update can now be run in less than a day with minimal manual review. Any further refinement of the update pipeline will be incorporated in GitHub.
DISCUSSION
RVDBv10.2 was created to address the limitations in the detection of novel and distantly related viruses in publicly available databases. The challenges of bioinformatics analysis for virus detection by using large HTS data sets, particularly those containing large amounts of cellular sequences such as transcriptomes, were recognized by HTS technology users (33) and in our own laboratory studies using HTS, which resulted in the identification of a novel rhabdovirus in the Sf9 insect cell line (2, 32) . On the basis of discussions in a subgroup of the Advanced Virus Detection Technologies Interest Group (AVDTIG) (34) that focused on identifying the strengths and weaknesses in databases, we undertook the development of a new, comprehensive RVDB that would facilitate HTS bioinformatics analysis for novel virus detection. Our strategy was to include all eukaryotic viral, virus-related, and virus-like sequences of all species, regardless of size (Ͼ50 bp). Furthermore, to increase the efficiency of HTS transcriptomic and genomic data analyses, efforts were made to also reduce the cellular content. These unique features distinguish RVDB from other custom databases such as NCBI Viral Genomes, which generally contains full-length or nearly complete genomes, including those of bacteriophages; gEVE, which contains only the protein domains and homologous coding regions of endogenous viruses, including retroviruses; and Gypsy, which is composed of only retrotransposons. The RVDB described in this paper is version 10.2; however, it was updated to v11.5 while this report was being prepared. It should be noted that internal testing of the RVDB (data not shown) indicated value in using both the unclustered and clustered versions and therefore both are publicly available to offer flexibility in bioinformatics analyses. For example, a BLASTN search of U-RVDB may be useful to detect viruses with a high nucleotide sequence identity level, while TBLASTX analysis of C-RVDB may aid in the detection of distantly related viruses on the basis of translated amino acid identity. Additionally, the proteic versions of RVDB generated by Marc Eloit and Thomas Bigot (Institut Pasteur) are currently available along with nucleotidic RVDB (details will be described elsewhere) and provide additional bioinformatics resources to identify novel viruses on the basis of identity at the amino acid level.
RVDB contains sequences of retroelements such as endogenous retroviruses and LTR retrotransposons, as well as other endogenous virus sequences from different species. Although there have been many studies to investigate the structure and function of human endogenous retroviruses, genomes of other species, for example, insects and plants, have been studied less. The identification and characterization of active endogenous viral sequences in a host species can help assess if they pose a potential safety concern in cells used to manufacture biologics (4). For example, genomic and biological characterization of endogenous retroviral particles that were chemically induced from an African green monkey cell line (35, 36) or constitutively expressed from chicken embryo fibroblast cells demonstrated that they were not infectious (37) (38) (39) , whereas endogenous retrovirus from a porcine xenograft was shown to infect human cells in vitro (40, 41) . Moreover, although a majority of retrotransposons are noninfectious, some can encode an env-like protein and are infectious; for example, the Ty3/gypsy LTR retrotransposon can infect D. melanogaster (42, 43) . Furthermore, the giant retrotransposon Ogre in the plant, although not infectious, was found to be constitutively expressed at high levels. The Ogre retrotransposon has complete Ty3/ gypsy anatomy, possessing all of the genes required for infection (44) . Further understanding of the structure and function of endogenous retroelements other endogenous virus sequences can help assess their importance and relevance in HTS analysis for virus detection.
RVDB was designed to include all virus-related sequences, regardless of length, to include some virus families that are represented only by a short sequence. For example, the Sf9 errantivirus sequences seem to represent distinct endogenous retroviruses based on sequence analysis but these are only available currently as short sequence fragments (about 200 to 900 bp) (30) . These are the only representatives of errantiviruses from S. frugiperda and will be replaced in future updates of RVDB as longer or full-length sequences become available. It should be noted that the clustering step in the generation of the database will remove shorter sequences that have 98% identity with a longer one that has been deposited in GenBank.
Some entries in RVDBv10.2 contain cellular or vector sequences adjacent to the viral sequences (such as endogenous retroviruses and retrotransposons, which are integrated in the host genome); however, in the majority of cases, the cellular portion has been annotated in the GenBank features. Future efforts directed toward comprehensive annotation of sequences in RVDB will help distinguish viral hits from nonviral hits, thus determining the need for additional follow-up studies to evaluate HTS results. A variety of tools and approaches can be used to identify viral sequences and annotate entries that contain unannotated cellular flanking sequences. Some approaches can include an all-versus-all BLAST search of RVDBv10.2 against itself, which would align viral sequences on the basis of homology and identification of coding regions. Additional tools such as DFAM (24) could help locate LTRs of retroelements.
The characterization of virus-related sequences in RVDB highlighted the need for revision of the existing viral taxonomy. Although the ICTV is the most complete resource of virus taxa (13), the system currently classifies only exogenous viruses. The situation for nonexogenous, endogenous virus-related sequences is still poorly defined since many endogenous viruses, including endogenous retroviruses and retrotransposons, are tagged with their hosts' taxonomic identifiers, which makes them difficult to recognize as viruses. Therefore, annotation efforts to identify and characterize such viruses can aid in their taxonomic classification and facilitate efforts to develop a complete viral database. The assignment of retrotransposons in current existing discrete groups would be more appropriate than classification based on host taxonomy. For instance, retrotransposons in Ty1/Copia and Ty3/Gypsy have more in common among their group members than they do with their species. Focused, in-depth studies of retrotransposons are currently limited because of mislabeling on the basis of host taxonomy. Additionally, the nomenclature for retrotransposons is poorly organized; for Ty1/Copia and Ty3/Gypsy groups of retrotransposons, over two dozen individual, sometimes cell line-specific, names for elements were given, requiring manual review of the publication itself for discovery of group membership. As there is no standardization of names, there is no standardization of lineage, making evolutionary studies difficult to pursue without prior expert knowledge of the elements, and global studies may become cumbersome, even for experts. Finally, while dedicated databases of retrotransposons do exist, notably the Gypsy database (21) , these databases are often incomplete or poorly maintained. Our RVDB provides a uniquely complete collection of endogenous retroviruses and retrotransposons. More in-depth characterization of the sequences in our retrotransposon "other" category, which makes up 24.4% of all retrotransposon cluster representatives in RVDBv10.2, may lead not only to enhanced formalism in the taxonomic classification of retrotransposons but potentially to the discovery of novel families of retroelements.
There are several advantages of the RVDB over other available references databases. First, the viral sequence space coverage exceeds that of NCBI Viral Genomes, which is a broadly used public resource (11) . While the NCBI Viral Genomes resource is large and well organized, it is a genome-centric model that is based on the availability of complete or nearly complete genomes; therefore, viruses for which only short or partial sequences are available remain underrepresented. The inclusion of all viral sequences, regardless of their size, resulted in a number of unique sequences in RVDB. The presence of unique sequences is a second advantage of RVDBv10.2. The unique sequences are of particular importance to the RVDB because they represent certain viral taxonomic groups that are underrepresented in current publicly available resources and in some cases entirely not represented at all; these include endogenous nonretroviruses, endogenous retroviruses, and LTR retrotransposons. Another major advantage is that RVDBv10.2 is a comprehensive eukaryotic, virus-specific database containing viral, virus-related, and virus-like sequences. Other comprehensive viral databases, such as the NCBI nr/nt database, contain large numbers of cellular, bacterial, and bacterial virus (bacteriophage) sequences, as well as non-LTR retrotransposons. Overall, the distinct features of RVDBv10.2 are expected to provide a public resource to enhance novel virus detection in research investigations and the evaluation of potential adventitious viruses in biologics. The increased viral sequence diversity in RVDB should aid in novel virus discovery and characterization. We expect continued refinement of RVDB with improvement in sequences deposited in GenBank (annotation and full genome sequences) and real-time user feedback. semantic screening. Additionally, NCBI Viral sequences were added directly without semantic screening, after the removal of phage sequences (July 2016), comprising about 90,000 eukaryotic viral sequences. TPA sequences were added because, although not technically part of the central GenBank database, they were found to contain certain unique viral and virus-related sequences. NCBI Viral was added to provide the maximal compression of sequences against the existing standard during clustering and also to reveal more distantly related groups of sequences. The selected GenBank divisions and number of starting sequences in each are indicated in Table 4 .
As in the case of the first-generation VDB, sequences from BCT, CON, and PHG were excluded. Additionally, the following divisions were not included: expressed sequence tags (EST), genomic survey sequences (GSS), high-throughput genome sequencing (HTG), patented sequences (PAT), sequencetagged sites (STS), synthetic constructs (SYN), transcriptome shotgun assembly sequences (TSA), and unannotated sequences (UNA). EST, GSS, HTG, STS, and TSA sequences were excluded because they were found to be largely redundant with existing genomic sequences in the other divisions. PAT sequences were excluded because they contained a disproportionate amount of short sequences and/or flanking regions for inserts. SYN sequences were discarded because they contained a large proportion of modified DNA sequences. UNA sequences were excluded because they often lacked sufficient annotation for the semantic selection to be performed with confidence. GenBank sequences were formatted to make headers similar to NCBI entries.
(i) Clustering. The clustering tool CD-HIT-EST (48) was used to reduce sequence redundancy in the second-generation VDB. Although primarily intended for shorter sequences, CD-HIT-EST was chosen because of its efficiency at clustering at high sequence identity. PSI-CD-HIT is more efficient for the clustering of larger sequences (e.g., whole genomes); however, it is optimized for clustering at low sequence identity. By using 40 CPUs (x86_64, 2,667 MHz each), clustering of the entirety of the second-generation VDB was performed in just under 12 h. Clustering was performed at 98% sequence identity to reduce redundancy but retain viral diversity, by using a k-mer length of 11 (maximum) since greater k-mer lengths are preferred for clustering at higher sequence identities. Cluster representatives (creps) were the longest sequences in their clusters, except when a RefSeq Viral or neighbor sequence was present, in which case the RefSeq Viral sequence became the crep or if no RefSeq Viral sequence was present, the neighbor sequence became the crep.
(ii) Confirmation of viral identity. Clustered sequences were confirmed as viral with various computational tools. Initially, sequences were confirmed on the basis of significant E values (Ͻ1e-12) by a BLASTN search of NCBI Viral. Retrotransposons were excluded from the confirmation analysis (i.e., accepted without confirmation) since they were not expected to be present in NCBI Viral and therefore would be inadvertently removed because of the lack of a hit. The sequences that did not have hits were further analyzed by BLASTN searching by using a customized NCBI phage data set to remove the residual phage sequences (1,135) that had a significant hit (E value of Ͻ1e-12). The sequences were further confirmed in a sequential stepwise manner by HMMER search of viral PFAM (v27) and DFAM (v2.0) families. Queries with hits were confirmed, while queries still without hits were run by a TBLASTX search of NCBI Viral by using an E value of Ͻ1e-5 as the threshold of significant TBLASTX homology, and again, those with hits were confirmed. Entries that still remained with no hits were then run against the C-RVDB (with self-hits masked) by using BLASTN (E value of Ͻ1e-12), and subsequently against self, by using TBLASTX (E value of Ͻ1e-5) and finally against the nr/nt database by using BLASTN (E value of Ͻ1e-12), each time by using the same reductive approach. For the final step, BLASTN hits in the nr/nt database were considered viral if they passed the SEM-R keyword screening. Queries with viral hits were retained, while those without any viral hits were manually reviewed. Forty-one sequences were found to be nonviral and excluded from the resulting final version of VDB (RVDBv10.2). This final screening also resulted in some further refinement of the second-generation VDB by retroactively removing the same sequences that were excluded from RVDBv10.2, resulting in the final U-RVDB.
Clustered sequences were also run by BLASTN searches of both the recent gEVE database of endogenous viral elements and the Repbase database of repetitive elements. However, the results were used only for corroboration of viral identity as established by the techniques described above.
Characterization of sequences in RVDBv10.2. Sequences in RVDB were characterized at two progressive levels. Level 1 categories included exogenous viral, endogenous nonretroviral, endogenous retroviral, LTR retrotransposon, and unassigned viral genes/fragments. Level 2 assignments were based on ICTV viral families, cellular host families, retrotransposon families, and names of genes/fragments. The python script for characterization at level 1, designated RVDB_characterization.py, is available at https:// github.com/ArifaKhanLab/RVDB along with the instructions for its use (the latter are also provided in Text S2). Details of the taxonomic groupings are described below. (i) Exogenous viruses. Sequences were mapped to the exogenous viral category by using exogenous-virus-specific positive keywords from SEM-R. For the second level of characterization, sequences were mapped by using the NCBI taxonomy database (49) . First, GenBank identifiers were mapped to NCBI taxonomic identifiers (mapping file available at ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/pub/taxonomy/ gi_taxid_nucl.dmp.gz) (49) . These taxonomic identifiers were then used as starting points to "climb" the taxonomic tree by using NCBI parent-child taxonomic identifier definitions (taxonomic definition file available at ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/pub/taxonomy/taxcat.zip; nodes.dmp file) to the family level (Fig. 2,  left) . Family taxonomic identifiers were mapped to their organism names (taxonomic name file available at ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/pub/taxonomy/taxcat.zip; names.dmp file). These NCBI family names were matched to their counterparts in ICTV by using fuzzy string matching to ensure that the family existed in ICTV. Viral sequences were also characterized as being either full or partial length. For the number of sequences belonging to each exogenous viral family (exviral), both complete genomes and partial, see Table S1A .
(ii) Endogenous nonretroviruses and retroviruses. Sequences were mapped to the endogenous nonretroviral and endogenous retroviral categories by using virus-specific positive keywords from SEM-R. After the application of these keywords, the endogenous viral sequences were manually reviewed to transfer any remaining endogenous retroviral and retrotransposon sequences into relevant categories. For the second level of characterization, endogenous nonretroviruses and retroviruses were mapped down to the family phylogenetic level, as with exogenous viruses. However, in this case, no formal viral/virus-related taxonomy such as the ICTV classification was available as a reference, since no endogenous viral or endogenous retroviral taxa are formally described by ICTV. Therefore, the NCBI taxonomy was used as a default, which led to mapping up to the host family level. Mapping to the family phylogenetic level and mapping from identifier to name was performed in the same manner as it was for viruses (by using nodes.dmp and names.dmp files from ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/pub/taxonomy/taxcat.zip) (Fig. 2) . Generally, the endogenous retroviral sequences were associated with their host species, with only 294 out of 2,447 classified as viruses in the family Retroviridae. These 294 retroviruses were grouped along with other endogenous retroviruses on the basis of their host families. For the number of sequences belonging to each endogenous nonretroviral host family (ENRV), see Table S1B , and for the number of sequences belonging to each endogenous retroviral host family (ERV), see Table S1C .
(iii) LTR retrotransposons. LTR-containing retrotransposons were further characterized into specific families. For this second level of characterization, because of the lack of a formal taxonomic representation for retrotransposons, taxonomic classification for LTR retrotransposons was performed by using keywords based on specific family and subfamily names for LTR retrotransposons; four main families exist, Ty1/Copia, Ty3/Gypsy, BEL/Pao, and DIRS. Mapping to each of these four categories was done by using keywords including the canonical name (e.g., ty1), as well as more specific names of individual elements (Fig. 2, right middle) . Ty1/Copia, Ty3/Gypsy, BEL/Pao, and DIRS elements were mapped by using 28, 38, 5, and 13 element-specific names, respectively. Any retrotransposons lacking names of the four main families or specific elements were counted in a fifth category, unassigned viral genes. The LTR retrotransposon groups Morgane and TRIM were found in such low numbers, possibly because of incomplete annotation, that they were added to unassigned viral genes as well. For the number of sequences belonging to each retrotransposon family, see Table S1D .
(iv) Unassigned viral genes/fragments. Sequences were placed in the unassigned viral gene/ fragment category if they failed to be placed in any of the other four categories (Fig. 2, right) . This category was manually reviewed and found to contain some sequences that were identified on the basis of the names of specific viruses, which were not included in the positive keywords in SEM-R; such sequences were accordingly placed in their respective level 1 viral categories. The remaining unassigned genes contained only gene names (e.g., gag, pol, and env) as evidence of viral or retrotransposon identity and were placed into 13 categories based on these gene or genome fragments. These categories are LTR, env, capsid, gag, pol, RT, polyprotein, integrase, intracisternal A particle, endogenous, dUTPase, polycomb response element, and replicase. For the number of sequences belonging to each unassigned gene/fragment, see Table S1E .
Analysis of sequence length distribution in C-RVDBv10.2. Clustered sequences were divided into two groups, NCBI Viral Genomes and RVDB (minus NCBI Viral Genomes), where the latter consisted of all remaining cluster representatives after the removal of NCBI Viral Genomes from RVDB. A size (sequence length) distribution was generated for each of these two groups, and the two distributions were compared. The clustered sequences were then organized into the five level 1 viral groups (described above), as well as by GenBank divisions. Size distributions were generated for each taxonomic groups/ GenBank division. For each size distribution generated, the redundancy or the ratio of the number of unclustered to clustered sequences was also calculated.
Performance evaluation. We evaluated performance efficiency as the runtime on a single CPU. All analyses were performed on the FDA CDRH White Oak supercomputing grid, Betsy cluster, many in a parallelized format. Run files from all of the CPUs involved in an analysis were used to add up the total run time of a single CPU. These analyses were performed with processors with the following specifications: eight x86_64 CPUs with a processor speed of 2,667 MHz each. An in-house data set of HTS reads that was obtained from supernatant of an insect cell line was used to test the runtimes of C-RVDBv10, the NCBI nr/nt database, and NCBI Viral Genomes. This data set, designated K-10 here, composed of 2.2 GB and contained 14.2 million paired-end Illumina MiSeq reads containing viral and cellular sequences.
Nine fragments from S. frugiperda (sf-17, sf-18, sf-19, sf-31, sf-37, sf-58, sf-67, sf-70, and sf-311) containing distinct endogenous retroviral sequences from the pol gene (30) were queried against RVDBv10.2, the NCBI nr/nt database, and NCBI Viral Genomes by using BLASTN. Since RVDBv10.2 contains all nine of the Sf errantiviral pol genes, the query sequences were masked from the "self" hits during the collection of the BLAST search results. Because the actual queries themselves were masked in the hits, the performance of the analysis was assessed primarily in terms of robustness, which we define here as the ability to get hits to sequences that were similar to the query, both taxonomically and by sequence identity.
Database URL. The RVDB URL is https://hive.biochemistry.gwu.edu/rvdb. This link is also available at https://precision.fda.gov/.
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